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Chinese New Year was great and I hope that all the family enjoyed the holidays. We have been hit 
and miss with a full attendance in class since then but March is likely to settle down and with 
everyone back into daily routine we can work through the last semesters schedule. Also on the 
horizon is the graduation play which we will soon begin working on, inspiration for which has yet 
to hit home.  
 
Reading 
While some kids have been taking time off and others going home early in the day, reading tends 
to be a little hit and miss with some students while others remain consistent with their practice on 
a daily basis. So for those that have been missing out a lot on reading classes which tend to be at 
the end of the day (because other more intensive classes require too much concentration of which 
has mostly expired by days end) I would like to ask parents to go over the missed books with the 
kids especially on the weekends. March’s reading schedule is lined up as follows.... 
Week 1 - “Eat Your Peas, Louise!” 
Week 2 - “Stinky Clothes” 
Week 3 - “Sometimes Things Change” 
Week 4 - “One Smart Fish” 
 
Core Material  
Most of the students still find the core material quite easy to understand. The subject matter is 
covered in more detail in the other books we have been working through, but the stories at least 
provide some variety to concepts being taught and also some different usage for the same 
vocabulary.  
In March we will continue working through the story “Which Way on the Map?” and phonics 
sounds ch, wh, -tch and ph. They are all familiar with these sounds already as before and we have 
practiced them in spelling and writing classes too, but here we will focus on them specifically in a 
sense to practice through practical usage.  
 
Phonics 



 

 

In the phonics class we are working through the allocated book covering the wide variety of the 
name sake. While some sounds need more practice to remember their spelling and strategy uses, 
others come as fairly simple and we will try to cover them all. This is nearly an impossible task to 
accomplish for kindergarten as even throughout schooling these concepts come with some 
difficulties and exceptions and the like.  
As we move into new concepts and revise the old ones, some students enjoy remembering what 
they’ve learned and others sometimes get a bit disheartened that they are learning something 
new when already it is hard to remember what they learned before. I try to highlight to the 
students though that they shouldn’t stress and after they go in and out of topics everytime they 
come around they will pick up a little more and be surprised with how much they remember.  
Our next set of topics that we will introduce however are: 
Vowel digraphs - ea, oo, au, aw 
Diphthongs - ow, oi, oy, ew 
 
Workbook Jump 2 
The kids have all enjoyed the exercises in this series, they are quite easy for them now, and when 
things are easy we enjoy completing them more than when it’s too hard. Keeping things a little bit 
challenging in any case to make sure that we continue to progress nicely too. Jump 2 is following 
in line with the weekly vocabulary spelling and also keeps up with the same grammar rules for 
sentence structures like we see in the Write Now book and some the worksheets we have been 
doing.  
Week 1: Questions and answers about routines 
Week 2: Fill in the missing words and unscramble sentences  
Week 3: Do, does, don’t, doesn’t using routines and time 
Week 4: Colour in the picture according to number  
 
Writing 
Write Now workbook provides topical subject matter to work with, more than it provides 
independent work through exercises. So while I am still keeping tight supervision on the actual 
writing input, I allow more individual input through discussion in class as a group. This is working 
nicely to get students thinking in the target language and responding appropriately.  
 
Each month will follow a similar series of workbook page stages, story, then comprehension 
questions in the form of pictures and tables or sentence corrections and multiple choice, followed 
by sentence creation and creative writing practice using the vocabulary and sentence structures 
we practiced earlier on in the chapter.   
This March we will be working through the theme to describe someone using an assortment of 
adjectives that have been learnt in vocabulary provided here and in all the other workbooks as 
well.  
 
MPM Math (Multiple Practice Module) 
The MPM Math series focuses a lot on a variety of daily problem solving strategies, not just math, 
although counting plays a large role in the functions of the guided stories through a variety of 
topics, including farming, travel, colour coordination, baked goods, sweets, exploring and many 
more. These also provide great material for conversation practice, including but not limited to: 
what fruit and vegetables do you like, I like…. and have you ever picked or planted…. and have you 
ever taken a plane or been on a bus or… 
Week 1 - Plane concept: relative position, matching clues to shapes and grids. 
Week 2 - Measurements 



 

 

Week 3 - Telling the time exercises 
Week 4 - Coordinates, tables using animals and numbers to match according to clues.  
 
Spelling  
You can help your children greatly by just simply reviewing the weekly list with them, sounding the 
word and spelling it together, at least just once a day and on weekends, not making a big deal of it 
or taking time out of your day, just quickly revise a word or two here and there will help plenty 
enough.   
This months spelling vocabulary are: 
Week 1: before, far, first, girl, her, herd, purse, start, store o’clock 
Week 2: their, buy, right, always, very, don’t, their, which, dinner, lunch 
Week 3: bread, mail, meat, heat, head, feather, loaf, spread, sprain peas 
Week 4: moon, hook, good, wool, soon, smooth, room, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday 
 
Conclusion  
In some regards the kids need a little push to stay on track with their learning, but it remains 
important to remember they are still children and while they are children they also need to be 
allowed a certain freedom from intense responsibility, as we all know well enough, we have the 
rest of our lives to be responsible for things. Learning at this age should be more geared toward a 
passive exposure to educating concepts, rather than concentrated effort. Introducing and playing 
with ideas and new material will naturally inspire their curiosity to learn about it. New books and 
themes and pictures and games, colours and sounds and fun are all the way to go. I hope you have 
fun with your kids as much as we do and all the best for the new semester.    
 
Thanks  
Teacher Justin 
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: Questions and answers about routines 

: Fill in the missing words and unscramble sentences  

: Do, does, don’t, doesn’t using routines and time 

: Colour in the picture according to number  
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: what fruit and vegetables do you like, I like…. and have you ever 
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